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ravaged populace, the Scarecrow uses a church relief project as a real-life lab to test his experiments in fear. But with the return of Batman and the appearance of an
enigmatic new Batgirl, justice returns to Gotham.
Batman-Bob Gale 2011 Batman and Batgirl must battle the evil Scarecrow and come to the rescue of the citizens of Gotham after the city suffers a cataclysmic
earthquake and is declared a "no man's land."

Batman: No Man's Land #1-Bob Gale No Man's Land part 1! After the events of "Cataclysm," the government has declared Gotham City a No Man's Land. They've
evacuated and sealed off access to the city--but some people still remain and fight to survive on the lawless streets. Continued in BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #83.

Batman-Ian Edginton 2012 After a cataclysmic earthquake that destroys Gotham City, Batman and his allies battle against Bane, the Joker, and the Penguin, who are
all trying to bend the devastated city to their will.

Batman: No Man's Land-Greg Rucka 2001 Collects previously published Batman comics which follow the story of the Dark Knight's efforts to save the trapped
citizens of post-Cataclysm Gotham City from Lex Luthor, while also having to deal with his greatest foe--the Joker.

Batman: No Man's Land Vol. 2-Greg Rucka 2015-03-17 After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and
ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war inwhich the strongest prey on
the weak. Batman and his allies continue their fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour. Taking on a new costume and persona as Batgirl, the Huntress joins forces
with Barbara Gordon, the former Batgirl, while Nightwing, the former Robin, tries to help the city's remaining citizens in any way he can. But as Batman begins to
realize that he is fighting a fight he can't win, he collapses into a state of despair from which he may never recover. BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND VOL. 2 collects stories
from some of the great Dark Knight scribes of all-time, including Denny O'Neil, Greg Rucka, Kelley Puckett and Chuck Dixon. Collects BATMAN #567-568, DETECTIVE
COMICS #734-735, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #119-121, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #87-88, BATMAN CHRONICLES #17, ROBIN #67,
NIGHTWING #35-37, CATWOMAN #72-74, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #56-57 and YOUNG JUSTICE: NO MAN'S LAND #1.

Batman: No Man's Land Vol. 3-Chuck Dixon 2015-03-24 After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and
ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amid a citywide turf war in which the strongest prey on
the weak.Batman and his allies continue their fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour. Taking on a new costume and persona as Batgirl, the Huntress joins forces
with Barbara Gordon, the former Batgirl, while Nightwing, the former Robin, tries to help the city's remaining citizens in any way he can. But as Batman begins to
realize that he is fighting a fight he can't win, he collapses into a state of despair from which he may never recover. This volume collects the issues: BATMAN #569-71,
DETECTIVE COMICS #736-738, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #58, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #122-124, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT
#90-92, ROBIN #68-72, and BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND SECRET FILES #1.

Batman-Greg Rucka 2012 After a cataclysmic earthquake, Gotham City is a "No Man's Land," and all the citizens that haven't left live amidst a citywide turf war that
Batman and his allies may be losing.

Becoming Batman-E. Paul Zehr 2008-11-28 Battling bad guys. High-tech hideouts. The gratitude of the masses. Who at some point in their life hasn't dreamed of
being a superhero? Impossible, right? Or is it? Possessing no supernatural powers, Batman is the most realistic of all the superheroes. His feats are achieved through
rigorous training and mental discipline, and with the aid of fantastic gadgets. Drawing on his training as a neuroscientist, kinesiologist, and martial artist, E. Paul Zehr
explores the question: Could a mortal ever become Batman? Zehr discusses the physical training necessary to maintain bad-guy-fighting readiness while relating the
science underlying this process, from strength conditioning to the cognitive changes a person would endure in undertaking such a regimen. In probing what a real-life
Batman could achieve, Zehr considers the level of punishment a consummately fit and trained person could handle, how hard and fast such a person could punch and
kick, and the number of adversaries that individual could dispatch. He also tells us what it would be like to fight while wearing a batsuit and the amount of food we'd
need to consume each day to maintain vigilance as Gotham City's guardian. A fun foray of escapism grounded in sound science, Becoming Batman provides the
background for attaining the realizableÃ¢â‚¬â€?though extremeÃ¢â‚¬â€?level of human performance that would allow you to be a superhero.

Batman: No Man's Land-Devin Grayson 2012 Batman returns to Gotham after three months, while the Oracle, Azrael, Huntress, Robin, and Catwoman defend the
city against the Joker, Killer Croc and Penguin.

Batman: No Man's Land Vol. 4-Greg Rucka 2015-03-17 After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and
ordered all citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amid a citywide turf war in whichthe strongest prey on
the weak. Batman and his allies continue their fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour. In this final volume, Lex Luthor swoops in to help rebuild Gotham City--but
his secret plan is to secure the ownership of much of the city's real estate! In the chaos of the waning days of the city's crisis, The Joker strikes, kidnapping a number of
infants and killing members of the Gotham City Police Department. The end of this epic saga features such creators as Greg Rucka, Denny O'Neill, Chuck Dixon and
more! Collects BATMAN CHRONICLES #18, BATMAN 3572-574, DETECTIVE COMICS #739-741, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #125-126, ROBIN
#73, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #93-94, AZRAEL: AGENT OF THE BAT #59-61, NIGHTWING #38-39, BATMAN: NO MAN'S LAND #0 and BATMAN: NO
MAN'S LAND GALLERY #1.

Batman-Bob Kane 2000 With Gotham City in ruins and gang warfare and mass starvation rampant, its citizens have only Batman and his allies to stand between them
and oblivion.

Batman: No Man's Land #0-Jordan Gorfinkel Learn how the Huntress became the new Batgirl and what happened to Batman after the Cataclysm in Gotham. Three
months have passed since the city's bridges were blown--with no sign of The Dark Knight. Revealed here are the Huntress's transformation into Batgirl, an unexpected
player's role in prompting Bruce Wayne's return to Gotham, and more

Batman-Devin Grayson 2003 When the Riddler kidnaps the son of a police detective, Batman comes to the rescue.

Batman: No Man's Land Omnibus Vol. 1-Dennis O'Neil 2021-10-26 The monumental crossover event that changed Gotham City and the Dark Knight forever
collected in one volume for the first time. After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable and ordered all
citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate 'No Man's Land' live amidst a citywide turf war in which the strongest prey on the weak.
Batman and his allies including the enigmatic new Batgirl, Nightwing, Oracle and Robin must fight to save Gotham during its darkest hour and return Justice to the
destroyed city. Includes Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #116-121, Azrael: Agent of the Bat #51-57, Batman #563-568, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #83-88,
Detective Comics #730-735, Catwoman #72-74, Robin #67, The Batman Chronicles #16-17, Nightwing #35-37, Batman: No Man's Land (Collector's) #1, Batman: No
Man's Land Gallery #1, and Young Justice In No Man's Land #1

Road to No Man's Land-Chuck Dixon 2015 "After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, the U.S. government has deemed Gotham City as uninhabitable and ordered all
citizens to leave. It is now months later and those that have refused to vacate "No Man's Land" live amidst a citywide turf war in which the strongest prey on the weak.
As gangs terrorize the ravaged populace, the Scarecrow uses a church relief project as a real life lab to test his experiments in fear. But with the return of the vigilante,
Batman, and the appearance of an enigmatic new Batgirl, justice returns to Gotham"--

Batman: Road to No Man's Land Vol. 2-Chuck Dixon 2016-07-12 A devastating earthquake has left Gotham City in ruins, and the government is getting close to
completely cutting it off from the rest of civilization. But there's one man who's vowed to save Gotham from whatever foe it comes up against, and now Bruce Wayne
must put aside his life as Batman and put on his suit and tie as he takes his fight for the fate of Gotham to Washington, D.C. Lurking in the shadows is the mysterious
Nicholas Scratch who will do everything in his power to ensure Gotham becomes a No ManÕs Land! In this, the final act before the beginning of the classic event, ÒNo
Man's Land,Ó Bruce Wayne, Robin, Nightwing and many others try to save their city from destruction once again-this time at the hands of the U.S. government.
BATMAN: ROAD TO NO MANÕS LAND VOL. 2 collects for the first time the complete ÒRoad to No ManÕs LandÓ storyline that rocked the Bat family and leads into
the hit crossover event No ManÕs Land, Reprinting DETECTIVE COMICS #727-729, BATMAN #560-562, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #80-82, THE BATMAN
CHRONICLES #15, AZRAEL #47-50, and BATMAN: NO MANÕS LAND SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS #1.

Inferno-Alex Irvine 2006 As a mad arsonist known as an Enfer scheme terrorizes the inhabitants of Gotham City, a fire at Arkham Asylum is engineered to provide an
escape opportunity for its most infamous inmate, the Joker, who comes up with a scheme to launch the ultimate crime wave, disguised as the Caped Crusader himself.
Original.

No Man's Land-Greg Rucka 2000 Gotham City, leveled by a massive earthquake, has become a lawless battleground, and to make matters worse, Batman, selfappointed protector of the city, is missing.

Road to No Man's Land-Chuck Dixon 2016-07-12 "With Gotham on the brink of literal and figurative collapse, Bruce Wayne trades his cape and cowl for a suit and tie
and takes his fight to save his home city to the most brutal battleground there is--Washington, D.C.!"

Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #119-Greg Rucka No Man's Land part 17, "Claim Jumping" part 1. Batman vs. Two-Face! Commissioner Gordon and his "Blue
Boys" vs. the Penguin! And who is the mysterious Russian woman named Echo? Two-Face is springing her from Blackgate, but her past and powers remain shrouded in
mystery. Continued in BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #87.

Batman: Road to No Man's Land Omnibus-Chuck Dixon 2020 Batman: Road to No Man's Land Omnibus is a gripping and heartwrenching collection masterfully
brought together by Chuck Dixon. Azrael is back in Gotham, but he's not the only one. Bringing back Bane with him in an attempt to get him in custody, Azrael's plan is
halted when an earthquake provides the perfect escape for Bane. Catwoman's world begins to unravel as the Angle Man is back in Gotham--his mind set on murder.
Batman and his allies are faced with the enemies they've faced before...and haven't...while trying to save Gotham, its people, and their own souls. Collects Azrael: Agent
of the Bat #40, Azrael: Agent of the Bat #47-50, Batman #554-562, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #73-82, Detective Comics #719-722, Detective Comics #724-729,
Catwoman #56-57, Robin #52-54, The Batman Chronicles #12, The Batman Chronicles #14-15, Nightwing #19-20, Batman: Arkham Asylum - Tales of Madness #1,
Batman: Blackgate - Isle of Men #1, Batman: Huntress/Spoiler - Blunt Trauma #1

Batman-Greg Rucka 2001 Picking up where 'Batman - No man's land volume 5' left off, this trade paperback begins the rebirth of Gotham City. Once again sanctioned
by the government, Gotham finds itself on the brink of a civil war between the OG's, those that stayed in Gotham when it was declared off limits, and the DeeZee's,
those that left and have now returned. As Batman, Nightwing, Robin, and Batgirl try to prevent a war on the streets from breaking out, the Dark Knight's greatest
nemesis, Ra's al Ghul, enacts a deadly plot that will first consume the city and then the world.

Batman- 2012 A reimagining of Batman's beginnings sheds new light on how Bruce Wayne became the Dark Knight, as he seeks revenge on his parents' killers.

Batman: Road to No Man's Land Vol. 1-Chuck Dixon 2015-10-13 The U.S. Government has deemed Gotham City uninhabitable after a cataclysmic earthquake.
Months later, those who have refused to vacate "No Man's Land" live amidst a citywide turf war in which the strongest prey on the weak. As gangs terrorize the
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hide? As Sasha gets closer to discovering Bruce Wayne’s double life, she and Batman begin a high-stakes game of cat and mouse. If the bodyguard learns the Dark
Knight’s identity, can she be trusted to protect it? Or will the whole world learn the truth? Featuring the Mad Hatter, Superman, Two-Face and more, Batman: New
Gotham Vol. 2 collects Detective Comics #755-765 and Superman #168, from beloved writer Greg Rucka (Wonder Woman, Batwoman) and artists Shawn
Martinbrough (Thief of Thieves), Rick Burchett (Batman Adventures) and more.

Billionaire Island-Mark Russell 2020-11-24 A savage satire reuniting the critically acclaimed team behind DC's The Flintstones--writer Mark Russell (SECOND
COMING) and artist Steve Pugh (Harley Quinn: Breaking Glass)--in a new graphic novel. Welcome to Billionaire Island, where anything goes...if you

Batman: Prelude to Knightfall-Chuck Dixon 2018-09-11 Bane, the man destined to one day destroying the Batman has his sights set on taking over Gotham City! The
event that changed Batman's world forever kicks off with this new volume, including never before collected material in BATMAN: PRELUDE TO KNIGHTFALL. Bane
has spent a lifetime on the South American island of Santa Prisca. The time he spent as the toughest inmate in their worst prison led him to develop berserk strength,
savage intellect, and unparalleled megalomania. In Gotham City, Batman begins to feel he has lost his edge as he is forced to deal, in rapid succession, with the
returning villain Black Mask and his gang a crazed killer called Metalhead, and a sharpshooter assassin hired by an imprisoned mobster to murder Commissioner
Gordon. Part of a massive 25th anniversary re-cut of the entire BATMAN: KNIGHTFALL saga, this graphic novel, collects BATMAN: VENGEANCE OF BANE #1,
BATMAN #484-491, DETECTIVE COMICS #654-658.

Legends of the Dark Knight: Jim Aparo Vol. 2-Bob Haney 2017-04-18 Jim Aparo was one of the premier Batman artists of the 1970s, working primarily on the
Batman team-up title THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD. Now, DC collects Aparo's run on the series in hardcover for the first time from the beginning. Aparo portrayed
Batman as a detective who operated in shadow, yet captured the action and thrills of the Caped Crusader.These stories feature appearances by numerous DC heroes
(and villains) including Plastic Man, Metamorpho, Sgt. Rock, The Flash, Aquaman, Mister Miracle, Green Arrow, Wonder Woman, Deadman, Green Lantern, the Metal
Men, Hawkman, The Phantom Stranger, Supergirl, the Teen TitansÑand Jim Aparo himself! Collects THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD #123-136 and 138-151.

Martian Manhunter: Rings of Saturn-John Ostrander 2014-09-09 The Martian Manhunter, one of the key heroes in The New 52, stars in this new title collecting his
popular 1998 series. Featuring moody art by writer John Ostrander's frequent collaborator, Tom Mandrake. After suffering colossal injuries at the hands of the evil
Malefic, the Martian Manhunter has returned to Mars in an attempt to heal himself. But while he's away, Saturnian ships arrive to reclaim Jemm, Son of Saturn, who is
still recovering from being used as a pawn in "DAY OF JUDGMENT." Collects the 1998 MARTIAN MANHUNTER #10-17 and 1,000,000.

Batman: Legacy Vol. 2-Chuck Dixon 2018-02-20 Now, for the first time ever, get the complete BATMAN: LEGACY, the sequel to the BATMAN: CONTAGION storyline,
along with never-before-collected chapters that conclude the international thriller in BATMAN: LEGACY VOL. 2! Ra’s al Ghul and Bane have formed an unholy alliance
to wipe out 90 percent of the world’s population with an ancient plague. Now Batman and his allies—Nightwing, Robin, Huntress, Oracle and Catwoman—must travel
the globe to stop al Ghul’s plan of releasing the deadly disease in key strategic locations. But will they find a cure before the Earth’s population succumbs to the
Demon’s nefarious plans? Also, the rematch of the century takes place as Bruce Wayne faces down the man who broke the Bat…Bane! Collects BATMAN #534,
BATMAN: BANE #1, BATMAN: BANE OF THE DEMON #1-4, BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #54, CATWOMAN #36, DETECTIVE COMICS #701-702 and ROBIN
#32-33.

Batman - No Man's Land-Bob Gale 2014-04-11 Ravagée par un tremblement de terre, Gotham City est également abandonnée par les autorités gouvernementales qui
l'isolent du reste des Etats-Unis. Des mois plus tard, Batman revient à Gotham, décidé à reprendre la ville en mains. Mais celle-ci est découpée en fiefs régis par ses
pires ennemis...

Batman: Cataclysm (New Edition)-Chuck Dixon 2015-06-23 "It is a foe Batman can see and hear, but he cannot touch. It will strike only once, yet will change his life
forever. Already weakened by a devastating plague, Gotham City is struck by an unexpected force of nature: an earthquake that registers over 7.5 on the Richter scale!
In a single instant the Batcave and Wayne Manor are left in ruins, thousands are dead and the Batman is among the missing. With the city quickly plunging into
darkness, the only thing that stands between Gotham and complete chaos is Nightwing, Robin, and the rest of the Bat-Family. Will the Dark Knight return in time and
save what's left of Gotham? Or is this a disaster so devastating that the city my never fully recover? BATMAN: CATACLYSM collects for the first time the complete
crossover event that changed Batman and Gotham City forever. Collects BATMAN #553-554, DETECTIVE COMICS #719-721, BATMAN SHADOW OF THE BAT
#73-74, NIGHTWING #19-20, CATWOMAN #56-57, ROBIN #52-53, AZRAEL #40, BATMAN CHRONICLES #12, BATMAN BLACKGATE #1, BATMAN:
HUNTRESS/SPOILER #1, and BATMAN ARKHAM ASYLUM TALES OF MADNESS #1."

Batman: The Golden Age Vol. 1-Bill Finger 2016-08-16 American popular culture has produced few heroic figures as famous and enduring as that of the Batman. The
dark, mysterious hero who debuted in 1939Õs DETECTIVE COMICS #27 as the lone ÒBat-manÓ quickly grew into the legend of the Caped Crusader. After his
landmark debut and origin story the Dark Knight was given many seminal elements including his partner in crime-fighting Robin, the Boy Wonder, and such adversaries
as the Joker, Hugo Strange and Catwoman. BATMAN: THE GOLDEN AGE VOLUME ONE collects all of the Dark Knight DetectiveÕs first-ever adventures from
DETECTIVE COMICS #27-45, BATMAN #1-3 and NEW YORK WORLDÕS FAIR COMICS #2.

Batman by Paul Dini Omnibus-Paul Dini 2020 "Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Harley Quinn created by Paul Dini and Bruce Timm."
Tank Girl-Alan C. Martin 2016-05-18 Fresh off the back of their latest calamitous chapter comes this shiny new Tank Girl tale from series creator, Alan Martin and
artist extraordinaire, Brett Parson! Expect a healthy dose of delirium and plenty of ball-crunching action in this high-octane crosscountry skirmish that asks the
question: is this world really big enough for two Tank Girls?! Strap yourself in, folks; It's gonna be one helluva ride!

The Authority Omnibus-Warren Ellis 2019 "The Authority created by Warren Ellis and Bryan Hitch; Planetary created by Warren Ellis and John Cassaday."

Absolute All-Star Superman-Grant Morrison 2010 When Superman battles Solaris, he finds his invulnerable body pushed beyond its limits and must prepare Earth
for a future without him.

Batman-Chuck/ Grant Alan/ Moench Dixon (Doug/ Klink, Lisa/ Canwell, Bruce) 2015

Batman- 2009 "Celebrate Bat-mania with more stories than Gotham City's got crooks! But will party-crashers like the Joker, Catwoman, Scarecrow and the Riddler
prematurely pop Batman's cork and ruin the revelry!"--Page 4 of cover.

Cuba-Inverna Lockpez 2011-11-01 "Suggested for mature readers"--Dust jacket

Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2-Greg Rucka 2018-03-27 Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2 brings you the exciting follow-up to No Man’s Land! Sasha Bordeaux was hired by
the board of Wayne Enterprises as the personal bodyguard to the company’s owner, millionaire Bruce Wayne. She’s supposed to be offering him round-the-clock
protection, but night after night, her infuriating charge gives her the slip. He clearly wants to keep his activities private, but what does a superficial playboy have to
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